
Critical Path Method “Plan”         Team 2 

1. Develop a CONOPS to determine how the previously determined compatibility solutions (the 

RIB, surveillance solution, reconnaissance solution and launch and recovery solution) will 

facilitate the SAMSI. (7 weeks) 

2. Perform independent research on the engines/thrusters used in AUVs. (1 week) 

3. Perform a trade study to down select to two engines and thrusters. (1 week) 

4. Develop a performance model for the AUV engines and thrusters. (5 weeks) 

5. Use the performance models to develop/run independent performance simulation for engine 

analysis and thruster performance on the SAMSI. (4 weeks) 

6. Use the outcome of your simulations as an input for a technical review to down select to a 

single engine option and single thruster option. (2 weeks) 

7. Hold review and down select to a single engine option and single thruster option. (1 day) 

8. Perform independent research on the body design for the SAMSI. (1 week) 

9. Conduct initial design via AutoCAD of body for the SAMSI. (3 weeks) 

10. Hold review for approval of the body design of the SAMSI. (2 days) 

11. Obtain approval for the body design for the SAMSI. (3 days) 

12. Build SAMSI shell to include body and engine/thruster. (2 weeks) 

13. Perform independent research on the locating system to be used on the SAMSI. (2 weeks) 

14. Perform a trade study to down select to two locating systems. (1 week) 

15. Develop a performance model for the locating system. (5 weeks) 

16. Perform independent research on the autonomous navigation systems. (2 weeks) 

17. Perform a trade study to down select to two autonomous navigation systems. (1 week) 

18. Develop a performance model for the autonomous navigation systems. (5 weeks) 

19. Develop a CONOPS to determine how the autonomous and remote control navigation and 

locating systems are to be used on the SAMSI. (4 weeks) 

20. Use the CONOPS and performance models to develop/run independent performance simulation 

for the locating and navigation systems. (2 weeks) 

21. Use the outcome of your simulations as an input for a technical review to down select to a 

single autonomous navigation system and a single locating system. (1 week) 

22. Hold review and down select to a single autonomous navigation system and a single locating 

system. (1 day) 

23. Perform independent research on underwater communications systems. (3 weeks) 

24. Perform a trade study to down select to two underwater communications systems. (1 week) 

25. Develop a performance model for the underwater communications system. (6 weeks) 

26. Develop a CONOPS to determine how the communications systems are to be used on the 

SAMSI. (5 weeks) 

27. Use the CONOPS and performance models to develop/run independent performance simulation 

for communications systems. (4 weeks) 

28. Use the outcome of your simulations as an input for a technical review to down select to a 



single communications system. (2 weeks) 

29. Hold review and down select to a single communications system. (1 day) 

30. Design a common prototype hardware integration package to allow the selected surveillance, 

reconnaissance, line and recovery, navigation, communication and locating systems to be 

mounted to the SAMSI. (10 weeks) 

31. Perform hardware integration package testing with systems and SAMSI prototype and make 

required modifications. (2 weeks) 

32. Install surveillance, reconnaissance, launch and recovery, communications, locating, and 

navigation systems onto the SAMSI. (1 week) 

33. Refine and complete the final AutoCAD drawings for the SAMSI. (2 weeks) 

34. Develop test plan for SAMSI live sensor testing. (4 weeks) 

35. Using test plan, perform required safety/hazard analysis. (2 weeks) 

36. After performing required safety/hazard analysis, attain live sensor testing approval. (1 week) 

37. Perform SAMSI live sensor test. (2 weeks) 

38. Develop test plan for SAMSI pressure testing. (4 weeks) 

39. Using pressure test plan, perform required safety/hazard analysis. (2 weeks) 

40. After performing required safety/hazard analysis, attain pressure testing approval. (1 week) 

41. Perform SAMSI pressure test. (1 week) 

42. Develop test plan for SAMSI live noise testing. (4 weeks) 

43. Using noise test plan, perform required safety/hazard analysis. (2 weeks) 

44. After performing required safety/hazard analysis, attain live noise testing approval. (1 week) 

45. Perform SAMSI live noise test. (1 week) 

46. Develop test plan for SAMSI live vibration testing. (4 weeks) 

47. Using vibration test plan, perform required safety/hazard analysis. (2 weeks) 

48. After performing required safety/hazard analysis, attain live vibration testing approval. (1 

week) 

49. Perform SAMSI live vibration test. (1 week) 

50. Develop live demonstration plan. (4 weeks) 

51. Make final changes to sensor payload configurations based on live sensor tests. (2 weeks) 

52. Hold live demonstration review. (2 days) 

53. Perform practice series of dry run demos in preparation for the formal demonstration. (1 

week) 

54. Perform live demonstration. (1 day) 

55. Perform “hotwash” after live demonstration. (1 day) 

56. Write final closeout report, based on results of “hotwash”. (2 weeks) 

 


